1.) Approved agenda

2.) Information on the waste management signage initiative by the Office of Sustainability (by Jillian Buckholz)

   Initiative to take place in the public areas of the campus by the end of year; ambassador program to seek direct feedback from the departments/colleges regarding practical outcomes of the initiative; online platform to be available for feedback as well

3.) Discussion on UC Berkeley Tenth International Conference on Climate Change

   Updates on the conference details by Stevina Evuleocha; possible collaboration on a paper by the committee members – a case study of campus wide sustainability efforts

4.) Discussion on the SLOs for Sustainability and Social Justice Course

   Presentation of the SLOS by the task team (Ryan, Enrique, Sharon, Semih); adjustments on the items; committee may add an additional document to elaborate on the goals and/or provide instructional suggestions

5.) Adjourn